NOTES:
1. INSTALLATION TO BE COMPLETED IN ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS.
2. DO NOT SCALE DRAWINGS.
3. IF TOP OF SLOPE IS CLOSER THAN 24" INCREASE POST LENGTH TO 7".
4. DRIVE POSTS OR AUGER, BACKFILL WITH NATIVE SOIL AND COMPACT EVERY 12".
5. ALL TIMBER #1 S4S SOUTHERN PINE, PRESSURE TREATED: AWPA-C14, WOOD FOR USE IN HWY. CONSTR.
6. TYP. POST: 8" X 8" X 6" - TYP. RAIL: 4" X 12" X 11" 11 1/2"
7. FASTENERS: ASTM A307; A242; F436 TYPE 3; A563 DH3.
8. TIMBARRIER™ SPLICE PLATE & PLATE WASHER ASTM-A588.
9. UNDER EACH BOLT HEAD ON FACE OF RAIL INSTALL ONE 7/8" WASHER.